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H
Hover
performannce of a twin-ro
rotor test modell in terms of rootor overlap sw
weep, blade
collecctive pitch, andd blade tip sppeedwasexamineedexperimentallyy.The experimeental setup
consissted of two threee-bladed rotors (tandem rotor configuration)
c
w a diameter of
with
of1,220 mm
and constant
c
chord of
o 38 mm, givinng a blade aspeect ratio of 16.05. The blades were of a
rectanngular planform
m with NACA 0012 cross-section
ns with no twist or
o taper. In this model, the
front rotor
r
was fixed on
o the fuselage and
a the rearroto
or could move loongitudinally forr tests up to
aboutt40% rotor overrlap sweep.To accurately
a
exam
mine the hover performance,
p
thrrust, power
requirred, power loadding (PL), and figure of meritt (FM) responses were measurred usinga
centraal compositetesst plan. Furtheermore, four quadratic
q
polynnomialswere fittted to all
responnses, necessaryy for a better understanding
u
of the main effeects and interacctions. The
results
ts clearlyshowedd that significantt interactions beetween variabless are evident andd therefore
overlaapping at consttant collective pitch
p
reduces th
hrust much moree than reducinggthe power
requirred. Moreover, the results show
wed that, for thee twin-rotor systtem,the maximum
mefficiency
in hovver (i.e., maxim
mum power loaddingof 14.6kg/kW
W) is obtainedfoor no overlappedd rotors at
low values
v
of disc looading and bladde tip speed.Exp
perimental meassurements of theetwin-rotor
hoverr performance based on a centrral composite pllan andinteractioon analysis werre the main
contriibutionsstated inn the current worrk.Results for th
he twin-rotor testt model can be ggeneralized
to acttual tandem heliccopters throughh the Reynolds nu
umber transform
mation techniquee and some
modiffications.
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Inttroduction1
Generallyy, the tandem
m rotor systtems offer design
d
advantagees over convenntional single rotor
r
configuraations.
Additionaal power requirrements and weeight associatedd with
the tail rootor, tail boom
m, and transmission system may
m be
assigned for additionaal useful loadds in tandem rotor
configurattions. Furtherrmore, the asymmetry
a
o lift
of
associatedd with a singlee rotor system in forward fliight is
reduced, andtherefore
a
itooffers great pottential fora fastter and
more stabble vehicle. Reeductions in thhe power requiired at
hover andd low forwardd flight speed are also advanntages
cited for taandem rotor coonfigurations [11-2].
However,, in a tandem
m rotor configguration, aporrtionof
front rotoor continually operates
o
in thee flow of rear rotor.
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In
n this commonn portion (rottor-overlap), fllows of rotorss
in
nteract with eaach other and pproduce a morre complicatedd
fllow field thaan a single rotor config
guration. Thiss
ov
verlapped areea causes a loss of net aerodynamicc
effficiency and it results in ssignificant efffects on flightt
performance thhat is attributeed to the inccrease of bothh
in
nduced and proofile power (viiscous) losses.
Blade
B
element momentum thheory (BEMT
T)successfullyy
sh
howed a simpple representaation of hoverr performancee
fo
or tandem rotoors [3,4]. Usinng BEMT, onllya qualitativee
prediction of global behavvior of perfo
ormance withh
siimplified assumptions waas obvious. For
F example,,
Harris
H
approxiimateda pow
wer expression
n for tandem
m
ro
otor helicopteers with theideeal twist assu
umption whilee
th
he profile pow
wer was assum
med to be miinimum [3,5]..
However,
H
beccause of thee assumption
ns used, thiss
fo
ormulation waas confined too a particular blade loadingg
fo
or twin-rotor systems.
s
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The vortex theory is also used for calculating the
flowfield of rotor wake in single main rotors. Unlike
BEMT, a higher-level approximation of the fluid flow
equations coupled with a representation of the blade
geometry was achieved [6,7]. This representation of
the performances wasmore realisticthanBEMTbecause
of the consideration of local flow characteristics.
However, the result of vortex theory for twin-rotor
configurations comes at a significantly larger cost and it
is used only for thedevelopment of rotor aerodynamic
concepts. Vortex methodrequires an enormous
computational cost needed to handle the counterrotating system. Furthermore, to capture the blade–
vortex and vortex–vortex interactions correctly, it is
important to accurately represent the formation and
evolution of the wake. Therefore, accurate numerical
schemes, extremely high resolution meshes, and reliable
turbulence models must be employed, and the results
must be carefully validated with reliable experiments.
The first tests on twin-rotor helicopters were
performed byStepniewski, resulting in a rotor overlap
correction factor for the required power [6,7]. This
factor is used for increasing the power and thrust first,
and then for the induced power only when two rotors
overlap at a constant thrust [8-10]. Following this,
Halliday and Cox also conducteda series of tests on a
particular twin-rotor model to extensively study twinrotor performance in hover and forward flight [11].
All tests for examining hoverperformance mentioned
above share a common problem in that the data have
not been published, and they are, therefore, limited to
main effect studies without attention to interaction
analyses. Significant interactions between rotor
variablesareinvolvedin hover efficiency for twin-rotor
configurations, and so many hypotheses can be tested.
Accordingly, the sufficient test data and quadratic
models are desirable in the study of twin-rotorhovering
performance. For rapid restatement of the effects of
the main variables and their interactions in hover
performance, firstbefore doing experiments, a test
planwasdesignedusing central composite design
(CCD) [12,13], and then the quadratic polynomials of
thrust coefficient, power required, power loading (PL),
and figure of merit (FM) were developed in the present
paper.Therefore, the effects of rotor overlap sweep,
blade tip speed, and blade collective pitch on hover
trends as well as optimal conditions for maximum
hover aerodynamic efficiency were determined.

Experimental setup
All the experiments were conducted on a small-scale
twin-rotor model, as illustrated in Fig.1. This model
had two three-bladed rotors with the same diameter of
1,220 mm, mounted on a sliding rail that was
appropriate for the ease of longitudinal movements of
the rear rotor relative to the fixed front rotor. Using
this rail, the various combinations of rotor overlap
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sweeps (ratio of hub separation distance, d, to rotor
diameter, D.) suggestedby CCD wasachieved (see Fig.
1). In this model, the rotor blades had a rectangular
planform with NACA 0012 cross-sections made of
composite carbon fiber and had no twist or taper.
Therefore, each blade had a constant chord length of
38 mm and aspect ratio of 16.05, as summarized in Table
1. Furthermore, no flap and nolead-lag hinges were
incorporated into the blade root attachments, because the
rotor hubs were designed and built on the basis of
thehinge less rotor considerations, andthus no physical
hinge offset was incorporated into the test model.

Figure 1. Twin-rotor model configuration.
Table 1. Specifications of the twin-rotor test model.
Variables

Values

Number of main rotor

2

Rotor diameter=D1=D2=2R

1,220 mm

Blade chord length, c

38 mm

Number of blades

3

Blade twist, θtw

0 deg.

Blade taper, ct/cr

none

Aspect ratio, AR=R/c

16.05

Rotor solidity, Nc/πR

0.056

Blade tip speed, vtip=RΩ

100-120 m/s

Airfoil section

NACA 0012

Rotor rotational speed, RPM

1,600-1,800 RPM

Tip Reynolds number

270,000-340,000

The sliding railwasfinally installed on a stand with a
six-component internal balance that was able to
measure the forces and moments in 2.2×2.8 subsonic
wind tunnel, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This tunnel was a
type of close-circuit and low speed tunnel that was
used for testing different models. A great feature of the
tunnel was the capacity to work as an open test section
outline by removing the walls. Consequently, the test
swereper formed in the open test section that allowed
maximum access and had no ground effects.
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method.
m
Becauuse the numbber of variablees was set too
th
hree, the totall number of rruns was 20. As shown inn
Fig.3,
F
these ruuns included 8 factorials, 6 axials, and 6
reeplicated cennter points tthat were necessary
n
forr
esstimating of experimentall errors. Of the differentt
ex
xperiments coonducted, Tabble 2 shows the
t cases thatt
were
w
chosen for measurinng thrust co
oefficient(CT),,
power coefficiient (CP), pow
wer loading (P
PL=T/P), andd
fiigure of meerit (FM)forr the twin-rrotor model,,
reespectively. Therefore,
T
usinng these four responses,
r
thee
aeerodynamic efficiency
e
off the twin-rottor model inn
hover could be
b gained andd discussed. Note
N
that thee
th
hrust and pow
wer coefficientts were defined
d as;14
=

=

(1))

Also,
A
the power loading (i.e., thhrust to total po
ower ratio) andd
fiigure of merit (ii.e., induced poower to total pow
wer ratio) weree
deefined through BEMT as;14
=

=
(2))

=

√

=

where
w
is air density, A is 2πR2, vtipis RΩ, and T/A
A
deenotesthedisc looading (DL).
Figgure 2. Subsonic wind tunnel and
a test model.

Collective Pitch
P

T
Tests
and data
d
measu
urements
In the preesent research, 20 pointsweree designed forr three
variables named
n
blade collective
c
pitch (θ0), blade tip speed
(vtip), and rotor overlap sweep
s
(d/D). Using
U
CCD struucture,
the total number
n
of expperiments weree limited to2k+2k+6
+
(=20) for k=3. These pooints were2k faactorial, 2k axiaal, and
6 arbitrar
ary central pooints, necessaary for pure error
estimationn of experimennts. Figure 3 shhows the distribbution
of the pooints through the design space.
s
As seenn, the
factorial points
p
are at thee corners and the
t axial pointss were
located att the distance of 2k/4 from the 6 central points
(0,0,0). Due
D to simpliccity, the coorddinate of pointts was
changed into
i the coded or non-dimenssional values, and
a so
the five leevels includingg -1.68, -1, 0, +1,
+ and +1.68, were
assessed by
b the whole 200 points. With these five leveels any
curvature of response and
a interactionns between varriables
could be achieved byy quadratic poolynomials fittted to
measurem
ments.
The meaasurementswere made for thrust coeffficient
(CT), pow
wer coefficiennt (CP), powerr loading (PL=
=T/P),
and figurre of merit (F
FM)response at hover condition
(Table 2)). The selectioon of responses was a challlenge
of the prresent work, but
b the trade-ooff studies shhowed
that CT, CP, PL, and FM
M can be usedd for the twinn-rotor
hover
aerodynamic
efficiencyy
representtation.
Thereforee, the thrust and power coefficients were
redefinedd as [14]:
The expeeriments were designed for
f three canddidate
variables (i.e., rotor overlap sweeep, d/D, bladde tip
speed, vtiip, and blade collective pittch, θ0) using CCD

Axial
Factorial

Design Spacee

Factoria
al

Factorial
Axial
A

Axia
al

Center

Rotor Overlap Sweep

Facto
orial

Axial

Axial

Blade Tip Speeed

Figure
F
3. Schem
matic of CCDsppace with three variables (i.e.,
rotor overlap sw
weep, blade tip speed, and collective pitch).
Table 2. Test conditions and measured responses for the
twin-rotor in hover.
Run
R

Variab
bles
d/D

vtipp

Responses
θ0

CT

CP

(m/ss) (deg.)

PL

FM

(kg/kW)

1

0.7

1066

10.6

0.0051

0.0004

11.9

0.67

2

0.6

1155

9.3

0.0043

0.0003

10.9

0.63

3

1

1066

10.6

0.0053

0.0004

12.2

0.7

4

1

1155

9.3

0.0046

0.0003

11.4

0.68

5

0.8

1300

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

8.7

0.58

6

0.7

1244

7.9

0.0036

0.0003

10.1

0.56

7

0.8

1155

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

11.2

0.67

8

1

1066

7.9

0.0037

0.0003

13.4

0.64
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Run

Variables
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Responses

9

0.7

106

7.9

0.0035

0.0003

12.9

0.61

10

0.8

100

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

13.6

0.66

11

0.8

115

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

11.2

0.67

12

1

124

10.6

0.0053

0.0004

9.2

0.66

13

1

124

7.9

0.0037

0.0003

10.4

0.59

14

0.8

115

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

11.2

0.67

15

0.8

115

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

11.2

0.67

16

0.8

115

11.5

0.0058

0.0005

10.2

0.69

17

0.8

115

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

11.2

0.67

18

0.8

115

7

0.0031

0.0002

12.1

0.58

19

0.7

124

10.6

0.0051

0.0004

9.1

0.63

20

0.8

115

9.3

0.0044

0.0003

11.2

0.67

Figure 5. Comparison of measured and calculated power
coefficientsfor the twin-rotor in hover (R2=0.9995)

Results and discussion
The quadratic modelsamongseveral modelswere chosen
in the present study. Thus, fourmodels were fittedto all
measured responses given in Table 2. Thesequadratic
models that were found to be adequate for the prediction
of hoverperformance are given by:
10 CT = 4.39 + 0.17A + 0.06B + 1.29C + 0.03AC −
0.07A2 + 0.09B2
105CP = 32.8 + 0.5A + 3.9B + 11.9C + 3.7B2 + 1.5C 2
FM = 0.63 + 0.026A − 0.06B + 0.056C − 0.01A2 − 0.05B2 −
0.03C2
PL = 11.6 + 0.26A − 3.8B − 0.71C + 0.2 BC − 0.14A2 −
1.6B2 − 0.36C2

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

where all the variables are no dimensional and A is rotor overlap
sweep, B is blade tip speed, and C is collective pitch. In addition,
AB, AC, and BC are interaction of main variables. Figs. 4 and 5
show thepredicted againstmeasured valuesof thrust and power
coefficients, respectively. Also, values of R-square (R2), which
is the area measurementof the variations around the mean values
of the models, were shown in the figures.13 The high value of Rsquare showed that the quadratic models, Eqs. (3)-(4), are
capable of representing the system under the given experimental
domain (see Figs. 4 and 5).

Figure 4. Comparison of measured and calculated thrust
coefficients for the twin-rotor in hover (R2=0.9997).

Figure 6. Effects of interaction between variables on PL
response. (a): Effects of AB interaction; (b): Effects of AC
interaction; (c): Effects of BC interaction

Experimental Investigation ofthe Hovering Performance …

However, the interactions between variables hadsignificant
effects on the responses. Therefore, the predicted responses
were presented and discussed in terms of interactions as
well. Fig. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) show the effects of interaction
terms (i.e., AB, AC, and BC) on the PL response. In these
figures, the red and black lines denote the lowest (-1) and the
highest level (+1) for the variable of interest, respectively.
Unlike the parallel lines in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the nonparallel lines in Fig. 6(c) confirms significant interaction
between B and C. This means that the effect of blade tip
speed on power loading response is different at different
values of the collective pitch.
Figs. 7 and 8 showthe effects of rotor overlap sweep (A),
blade tip speed (B), and collective pitch (C) on the figure of
merit and power loading responses. To better understand the
effects of each variable, a reference pointwaschosen at
(0,0,0), corresponding tod/D=0.8, vtip=115 m/s, and
collective pitch of 9.25degrees. As seen,figure of
meritdependsmore on the collective pitch rather than the
rotor overlap sweep and the blade tip speed.Furthermore, the
collective pitchhas shown a positive effect onfigure of merit,
and hence it has been the most significant variable
affectingfigure of merit in comparison with the other
twovariables.However, Fig.8exhibits that the power loading
depends more on the tip speed values, a result that isin
agreement with BEMT, where the tip speed appeared in the
denominator of power loading expression (see Eq. (2)).
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Fig.9 shows the measured power loading with respect to
disc loading for various combinations of candidate
variables. The data points include measurements at
overlap sweep of 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0, tip speed of 100
and 115 m/s, and for the blade collective pitch of 7, 9,
and 11.5degrees.
The maximum power loading at the lowest value of disc
loadingis evident in Fig. 9. Therefore, in this case, due
to the lowest value of induced power loss, the best
aerodynamic efficiency in hover for the twin-rotor is
obtained. However, in this condition, the figure of merit
is nearly closed to 0.6 and significantly less than the
ideal figure of merit (FM=1). This result is expected,
because the ideal figure of merit was obtained by
momentum theory based on the ideal flow assumption
(no profile loss). From Fig.9, overlapping at constant
collective pitch and blade tip speed reduces the disc
loading slightly, and then lower aerodynamic efficiency
for the twin-rotor is gained. It has to be mentioned that
because figure of merit was dependent on both the disc
loading and the power loading, only power loading was
chosen as an absolute metric for hover aerodynamic
efficiency, and so the best efficiency was addressed by
the maximum power loading. Accordingly, its maximum
valueat the blade tip speed of 100 m/s and collective
pitch of 7 degrees for the non-overlapped (i.e., isolated
rotors) system was achieved.

Figure 7. Effectsof rotor overlap sweep, blade tip speed, and
collective pitch on figure of merit at d/D=0.8, vtip=115 m/s,
and collective pitch of 9.25 degrees.

Figure 9. Power loading versus disc loading at different
overlap sweeps

Figure 8. Effects of rotor overlap sweep, blade tip speed,
and collective pitch on power loading at d/D=0.8, vtip=115
m/s, and collective pitch of 9.25 degrees.

Fig.10 shows the measured hover performance with
increasing overlap at constant collective pitch and blade
tip speed. Also, approximate fairings for data at d/D=1
and d/D=0.6 is shown in the figure.Obviously, the figure
shows overlapping at constant collective pitch reduces
thrust much more than it reduces power. Typically, the CT
improves by about 8%, and also 3% improvement for the
required powerspossible. Theresults also show that
increasingthe tip speed at constant collective pitch
increases power by about 7%, a result that can be
attributed to constant thrust and high profile power loss
effects.
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0.0005
Collective pitch 7 deg. vtip 100 m/s

0.6

Collective pitch 9 deg. vtip 100 m/s
Collective pitch 11.5 deg. vtip 100 m/s

0.00045
Twin-roto r power coef. CP

1.0

0.8

0.9

Collective pitch 7 deg. vtip 115 m/s
Collective pitch 9 deg. vtip 115 m/s
Collective pitch 9 deg. vtip 130 m/s

0.0004

0.00035
0.6
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0.9
0.8

0.6

0.0003
0.9

0.00025
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1.0
0.8 0.9

1.0

0.8
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0.0002
0.0025

0.003
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0.004

0.0045
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(b)

Twin rotor thrust coef. CT
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d/D = 0.6

0.00045
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0.0004
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0.00035

0.6
Theory (BEMT)

0.0003

0.4

Experiment (Current
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0.00025

0.0002
0.0025

ΔCP (%)

Fig.11 compares the optimal conditions for three
variables when the power loading and figure of merit
simultaneously approached to maximum values. A large
difference between optimum values in each case isseen.
This result is expected, because the maximum figure of
merit was attained at higher disc loading, whereas test
results showed that the power loading is approximately
proportional to 1/√ .
Fig.12 compares the measured and calculated power
coefficient that was derived for an equal solidity twinrotor system with ideal blade twist distribution. It is
apparent that, for all cases, the difference between
experiments and BEMT is less than 5%. A maximum
difference at blade tip speed of 130 m/s and collective
pitch of 12 degrees is seen; a result that can be referred
to minimum profile power proposed by BEMT.

Twin-rotor power coef. CP

Figure 10. Power required versus thrust in hover

Figure 11. Comparison of the maximum power loading
(kg/kW) and figure of merit of twin-rotor in hover in a range
of variables. (a): contour plot; (b): 3D plot.

0.2

0

0.003

0.0035

0.004

0.0045

0.005

0.0055

0.006

Twin rotor thrust coef. CT

Figure 12. Comparison of the measured and calculated CP
for different overlap sweeps.

Conclusions

(a)

Thrust and required power as well as power loading
and figure of merit in hovering flight was measured for
a twin-rotor test model in a wind tunnel. The
experimental set up consisted of two three-bladed
rotors with the same diameter of 1,220mm. The blades
were of a rectangular planform, were untwisted and
with no taper. The aspect ratio of the blade was 16.05.
The blade used a NACA 0012 airfoil section along the
entire span. A pre-cone angle of zero were set for the
blades. Of the different experiments performed based
on CCD test plan, Table 2 showed the cases that were
chosen for discussion about thrust, required power,
power loading, and figure of merit in the present work.
The following are the specific conclusions noted in
this study:

Experimental Investigation ofthe Hovering Performance …

1. The use of CCD test plan was seen to be essential to
lower the costs and to predict the performance of
twin-rotor configurations.
2. The best aerodynamic efficiency (maximum power
loading) in hover was obtained for no overlapped
rotors at low values of disc loading. In this case,
maximum figure of merit was about 0.6.
Overlapping at constant collective pitch reduced thrust
much more than reducing the power. Typically, the
improved by about 8%, and 3% improvement for
power .
3. required was possible. Increasing tip speed at
constant collective pitch increased power by about
7%, a result that was attributed to constant thrust
and high profile power loss effects.
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